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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Zazzbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

100 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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The plot was disjointed at best, the voice acting was just okay, and the whole game just felt underwhelming. I'm forcing myself
to play to the end because I hate paying for games that I don't finish, but I'm certainly not enjoying it.. very fun game. I
PERSONALY like this game, as it has everything I like: Chicken as playable character, guns, shooting chickens and a non-
serious gameplay.
HOWEVER I bought it 0,49\u20ac, and I think this is the right price, because it is a poor game overall. There are only two
modes, two enemies (at least for the first waves) and you can just shoot and throw granades. You can change weapon by buying
them after a looot of time. I think this should be signed as alpha, as it seems really empty. Don't buy it at full price. The other
three chapters,please!. Steam REALLY needs to add a small playable sounds/music sample to reviews, words dont do this game
justice, its awsome but its better shown with an sound sample.. I went into this game unsure- it seemed like it might not have
enough content, but I had $20 to blow and was ready to take the risk for a really stand out game. The concept seemed really
interesting, and I liked the idea of a diverse cast of high school girls.
I actually don't really want to write a bad review of this game because, there's a lot of potential. I hope the creators continue,
fine tune the art of the mini-game, and go on to create characters with greater depth and the player can actually feel an interest
in. But for $20 it's a big disappointment. The minigames are really boring and that's basically they're all you'll be doing. I think
it may have built up to more interesting storylines, but I was too bored to continue. The art, considering there's so little of it, is
really sub-par. There is also way too little strategy and long term planning in this game so I felt like I was meandering around. I
felt the 20s era felt inauthentic and too based on stereotypes and slang- perhaps if the characters had a little more depth or
backstory it would feel truer to the period.
If you want a truly awesome dark, involving detective game involving high school girls I would recommend Black Closet. It's by
Hanako games, and though it is planned for Steam release soon (the creator is fine tuning it) it is currently available through
their website. Of if you simply like the fun of a brightly colored teen girl unraveling a mystery in a dangerous setting (and
possibly dying horribly) you'll love Hanako's Long Live the Queen on Steam. And no, I'm not affiliated in anyway with Hanako.
I just love their games and their nuanced portrayal of girls.. Video Review
https:\/\/youtu.be\/-qCBNFWfJD4

In it's current state i can not recommend this game to anyone here are the resons why.
The Music just stops when entering a cave.
The enemys just rush you and most of them are OP so together there a nightmare.
you can't use WASD to direct youself you are limited to right click.
The path fineding it terrible you will find yourself running into walls and fences a lot.
there is no objective markers or indercation on the map where to go for more quests.
And many more but some are just very picky i know.

But given all that it is still a very new game so Fingers crossed the dev improves it over time as it dose have a good foundation.

. Quite bad. The other reviews are questionable (I suspect biased reviewers). The UI, quality, etc. is all bad but i was expecting
that from a small dev alpha build. The problems are deeper. The game isn't fun, and its unlikely to become fun. The design
decisions are BAD. For example the planetary management seems like a great concept, but its poorly implemented and adds
nothing to the game. Same with starting at prewarp building up a planet. There aren't any interesting choices or challenges
associated with it.

Bad game. Avoid.. Wow, I cannot believe I actually paid money for this. Echoing what the other reviewers said, it's 3 dollars for
a text file that could not be more vague. It's really hard to follow, and was clearly written by non-native English speakers. I
thought I was following the instructions to get the best ending, and instead, my character was fired. I got this on a discount for
buying the Deluxe Edition, and it is totally not worth buying on its own. While the game is surprisingly well written for such a
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ridiculous premise, this so called walkthrough is not. Why did I spend money for this, when there is likely a hundred guides out
there for free? Sadly, I didn't know the walkthrough I was following was faulty, until I got passed the 2 hour mark. Otherwise, I
would have requested a refund for the entire Deluxe Edition, and just repurchase the standard edition. Again, do NOT buy this,
you will feel cheated. Shame on the devs for this shady\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. This game has a lot of
problems: bad voice acting (german accents mixed with american ones); the character is very slow to act; worst of all - it has a
propensity to freeze during loadings (and there is a lot of loadings). Which is a pity, because it gives you an insight into the dark
days of Germany during World War II.

I cannot recommend it.
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Well I was suckered in by nostalgic reviews.

What you expect is an RPG vs RTS system, or an RTS with hero units!

What you get is that RTS players after 30 minutes get to play both, you have to sacrifice your hero to play the RTS mode for 30
minutes, after which your hero returns... at the level you started RTS mode.

Factions are EXTREMELY unbalanced, game crashes often, only warriors and SOME mages are worth a damn, the pathfinding
is terrible (And your heavy armored spear and shield line will be slid around the battlefield by the tiny mooks walking into
them)

All and all a 4/10 - 5/10 game.. Bad performance, and it wasn't clear what I was supposed to do. The hatchet disappeared when I
put it down on a shelf. It didn't seem to do anything anyway.. Even if I'm not the most expert gamer at all regarding visual novels
and similar games I have to admit that what began as a purchase out of curiosity turned out to be a great surprise. I was hoping
for a little fun on a different kind of game and what I found was a masterpiece, a deep and interesting story and a great work of
art.

While I'm quite aware that this kind of game may not be interesting for everyone I have to say that this specifical one is really,
really good and may charm everyone loves a good story, so I can only suggest to give it a try. You won't regret it at all.

No bugs found, text is clear, music is very appropriate and the whole game is very well crafted.

Go for it.

H.. The ending was anticlimax for a reason. We would first say: "That's it?". And then the numerous clues set up in the story and
several unanswered questions made us think: "No, that's not it." A satisfactory ending wouldn't lead to such suspicion. The
essence of the game only kicks in when we start to reflect on the details among conversation, reading material we came across,
and even some wired sound you heard some point in the game. That's one reason why there is replay-ability. For me who was
quite relaxed in the game, thinking it a walking simulator, I surely wouldn't think as much during the game or enjoy as much
seeing the ending. Therefore, for those who decide to play a light-minded game, it's not recommended. But for those who need
something to seriously occupied their mind, you may like to try it. Apart from the story, the graphic is good and the ambient the
music are great.. This has been release for a while, but I've only recently gotten into the Shantae franchise. And I must say that
I'm deeply impressed. The art and voice-overs are phenomenal, but the music? The music is so darn catchy I find myself just
standing around and listening to it before I start the level.

As for the game play I'll just say that I had a bit of a learning curve. I'm older and apparently my reflexes aren't as good as they
used to be, but after going through the levels a few times I can say that my reaction time has improved. It was marvelously
challenging, it was quite nice to have to WORK to reach the end rather than strolling along with no problem.

The only negative that I can come up with is that the level design is a bit too linear. It would've been nice to have some option
about how to progress. I understand that you can't pass some levels without having items you get from prior levels, but maybe
having different levels you can go through would've spiced things up. But if my only complaint is that I wish there were more
levels, then you know they made a good game.. Hey I liked this game alot however I have not come anywhere near completing
it. The key bindings are very strange, they need some work. I would recommend this game but I still have more to play first in
order to give it a definite good or bad rating. Hopefully you guys can see some of the game-play with the video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AA9qd8xBk14&feature=youtu.be. Always makes the exact same map. Terrible interface.
Very poor product.. Underwhelming.
10\/10. I had it on mobile... amazing. Just one problem... THE PRICE. IT COSTS 17$ WHEN ON MOBILE IT'S FREE! You
should change the price to, like, maximum 6$ or no one's going to buy it. Thanks. Gameplay: 8\/10, price -10\/10.. THIS
GAME IS ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME

Post-release report:
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Two days into the release of MilOps: Benchmark. v1.1.34 BETA:
new: ai for net throwing has been rewritten so gladiators will throw nets/alternate weapons more effectively.

new: ai gladiators will not evade a net-trapped opponent with excessive rolls - they will detect entrapment and become more
aggro

balancing: murmillo dual weilding stunlock timeout has been reduced so that dual weilding attacks can actually hit more than
once per attack.

balancing: reduced battle-won training level increases, scaled with game options > difficulty (more difficult modes result in
fewer rewards)

new: gladiators tethered with ropes (easy to break), chains (same as they were), or serious chains (difficult to break) depending
on host favour.

balancing: increased chances of lions in battles even for happy hosts because hahahahaah LIONSSSS RAWAWWWRRRR

fixed: occasional invincible gladiators with low hp (they would actually try to surrender, but if that particular battle config
prohibited it, it could potentially leave them in a strange twilight zone, unable to take damage, but unable to die. UNABLE TO
DIE, YET POWERLESS TO STOP THE PUNISHMENT. ..... the horror.)

fixed: hits on legs/arms didnt launch any sparks so it was hard to tell if the hit was registering damage on that armor.

new: agent can now steal horses/chariots

new: lions added to a few behemoth fights and championship game

fixed: lol yer not going to believe this - the dudes who run up into the corner cause they cant find a weapon even though theres a
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WEAPON RIGHT FCKN THERE... ya... figured that one out haha. hahahahahaahah.aahahahaaahahahahahahaaha.
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.

balancing: exhibition matches no longer reward jupiters blessings

balancing: exhibition matches allow user to pick both opponents instead of the host auto-selecting them.

fixed - gladiator appeal / events could spawn at the same time as a domina/champion challenge and could break the game

fixed - ridiculous green dot that re-appeared on iron spear from early alpha build. wtf.
. The Future of Boring Man - OTSC:
Today with somber apathy, I would like to announce the next update (1.2.7) (and any small hot fixes immediately following it)
will be the FINAL release.

What this means is I will no longer update the game and it will be the final product.

This game is pretty old. It will turn 5 years old in a few months and updating it at this point is like beating a dead horse. I would
like to move on to other projects, however to work without any interruption I will need to free myself from this game.

However unlike a lot of developers, instead of silently distancing myself from the game, I would like to leave it with a big fix
up.

I will open a pinned thread in the Steam forums, and you are all welcome to post bug fixes and suggestions. Obviously, a lot of
suggestions and bug fixes will be rejected, but I will try my best to at least provide closure as to why they are rejected. Please
don't email me because my email is delayed because I have it forwarded to my gmail account and I'd like for everyone to be in
one place.

I understand there are a few glaring problems, but the work to resolve them is just not worth it in my opinion. If you have any
questions, just visit the thread suggestions linked below.

I have no plans to shut down my servers and the server list. As long as people are playing, the servers will be up. I simply just
want to move away from this project as a developer and work on something new.

Link to thread:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/346120/discussions/0/352788552259082614/

The deadline for suggestions is 8/31/2016. I will take bug reports up until release. PATCH 1.0.5 NOTES:
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NEW SOUNDTRACKS:. Watch This! Sex with Stalin coming soon!:
Add to your wish list and wait for this hot game with us!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1085750/Sex_with_Stalin/
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